
 Faith Group 

Report for 2022-23 (Second Term) 

Introduction 

The Faith Group is the senior-most group in the school, comprising 13 members. All 

of them have willingly decided to stay back in the school and contribute to its 

development. They are not only pursuing their own studies but also volunteering to 

teach classes to younger groups and participating in various activities to maintain the 

school.  

Academics 

All of them, except two (Kamli and Bikanti), are 

pursuing their graduation. Kamli and Bikanti have 

completed their B.A. and have taken admission for 

M.A. Six other girls will complete their graduation in 

June. Neela is in her 2nd year of 

Graduation, and Sushila, the 

youngest among them, will 

appear for her 1st-year exams in 

June. The three boys, Basant, 

Jagat, and Lalu, will also 

complete their graduation in this 



academic year. Most of them attend online classes 

and seek guidance from Pranjal Bhaiya. They are 

working very hard for their exams.  

Shramdaan (Work 

Offering) 

For the shramdaan, they work 

in pairs with some senior didis. 

Chandrama and Tulsa oversee 

the Girls' Hostel cleaning, Bhavna takes care of the flower decoration in the school 

meditation hall, and the rest participate in activities like kitchen work, gardening, boys' 

hostel cleaning, school cleaning, and toilet 

cleaning. Each pair rotates these activities 

monthly. They perform these tasks 

diligently, aiming to create a clean 

environment in the school and hostels. They 

also consider themselves role models for 

younger students and want to develop these 

life skills in themselves and others. Thus, 

they not only guide and oversee the children 

but also actively engage in the activities. This 

approach has made them more organized and efficient in distributing work, resulting 

in cleaner school premises and surroundings.  



Whenever help is needed in the kitchen, 

especially during the preparation of large 

quantities of dishes like puri, paratha, or 

any sweet, these children take the initiative 

to lend a helping hand. They cooperate 

and work with dedication in every task.  

Volunteering 

In addition to their studies, they volunteer 

to teach classes for 3-5 hours per day, 

choosing subjects based on their 

confidence levels. They put their best 

effort into reaching out and helping other 

children. Working with younger kids (3-10 

years) requires patience, and they work 

hard to find effective ways to enhance 

their learning. They encourage the 

children to speak in English not only 

during class times but also in other 

situations to foster a habit of speaking the 

language and facilitate faster learning. 

Volunteering has not only made them 

more confident in specific subjects but 

also aided their own academic progress. 

Along with volunteering for classes, they 

organize games and meditation sessions 

for the children. Each of them takes a turn 



conducting games once a week and 

engages the children in exercises, running, 

jumping, and other fun activities. They 

also conduct meditation sessions once a 

week, teaching songs and bhajans to the 

children, striving to instill a genuine 

appreciation for music amidst the 

increasing influence of gadgets and 

technology in the village.  

Games 

They participate in games at 5 pm. Most of 

them play basketball, while some also enjoy 

football and volleyball. A few are regulars 

for games regardless of the weather. During 

the summer, they go for swimming in the 

reservoir as they all love it. This summer, 

they not only swam themselves but also 

helped the children of Gratitude, 

Progress, and Perseverance learn 

swimming. Some even went for games 

after coming back from swimming.  

 



Celebrations 

Whenever there is a function in the school, these children take the initiative to conduct 

programs. Though they may not always participate, they ensure that the younger 

children do. They make the children perform plays, dances, and songs, practicing 

during class times to bring out their best. On 

Children's Day (November 14), they organized a picnic 

to a nearby jungle, taking care of the younger ones 

and enjoying themselves. On November 29, they sang 

'Aa chalk ke Tujhe.' On Christmas, Faith Group sang a 

prayer, 'To Thee O Mother,' and a Hindi carol, 'Charni 

mein Dekho.' On Republic Day (January 26), they 

actively participated in the flag hoisting ceremony at 

the school. On Holi (March 8), they played with natural 

Holi colours made from vegetables, leaves, flowers, 

and besan, prepared by the Progress group. They also 

set up small stalls selling 

different fast-food items, 

collecting the ingredients from 

the kitchen and preparing the 

food themselves. The various 

food items they made included 

lassi, boulder (boda), jhalmudi, 

chaat, and pani puri. They 

enjoyed the process of making 

and selling the food, and others 

enjoyed buying and eating it.  


